The principles of optical model of human bile polycrystalline structure are described. The results of investigating the interrelation between the values of statistical, correlation and fractal parameters are presented. They characterize the coordinate distributions of mutual polarization degree of the points of laser images of bile smears of cholelithiasis patients in combination with other pathologies. The diagnostic criteria of the cholelithiasis nascency and its severity degree differentiation are determined.
(polarization maps) with the following correlation (auto-and mutually correlation functions and fractal (fractal dimensions analysis [6, 7] .
As a result, several techniques of early diagnostics and differentiation of pathological changes in biological tissue (BT) structure with their degenerative, dystrophic and oncological changes were developed [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Besides, there is a widely spread group of optically anisotropic biological objects, for which the techniques of laser polarimetry diagnostics are not efficient enough. Optically thin (attenuation coefficient 1 , 0 ≤ τ ) layers of different biological fluids (bile, urine, liquor, synovial fluid, blood plasma, etc.) belong to such objects. Biological fluids are much more accessible for direct laboratory analysis if compared with traumatic techniques of the BT biopsy.
In terms of the above mentioned the task of searching new additional parameters for laser diagnostics of biological fluids' optical anisotropic structure appears to be topical.
This research is focused on the analysis of potentiality of diagnostics and differentiation of cholelithiasis of patients with chronic cholecystitis and 2 nd type diabetes by means of new technique of polarization correlometry of human plasma layers laser images.
The Technique of Coordinate Distribution of Mutual Polarization Complex Degree
The technique of determining the parameter of mutual polarization complex degree consists in the following procedure: (2)
Experimental Results and Discussion
Laser images of three groups of blood plasma samples of the patients of different pathological state: -healthy patients -group 1 (11 patients); -patients with endometrioses -group 2 (10 patients); -cancer patients -group 3 (12 patients).
The coordinate distribution and histogram of random values of ( )
parameter of polarizationallyinhomogeneous laser image of blood plasma layer laser image of a healthy patient are presented in Fig. 1 .
It can be seen from the obtained data that the laser image of a healthy patient's bile layer is characterized with a high homogeneity of polarization parameters -the number of values ( ) 1
is by three orders higher than the other, non-zero values of mutual polarization degree.
In other words, in biochemical structure of this bile layer the optically isotropic component prevails. great enough. For biochemical composition of blood plasma layer from group 2 a much more developed optically anisotropic component is typical - Fig. 3 . It was determined for liquid crystalline fraction of blood plasma layer that the set of values ( ) 5 The following peculiarities are typical for polarization-correlation structure of laser images of bile layers of second type diabetes patients (Fig. 5, Fig. 6 ). The extreme values of distribution ( )
of blood plasma layer of a patient from group 3, corresponding to sampling 5 , 0 = V , increase and amount to 45% -50%. 
Criteria of Diagnostics of the Patients with Different Types of Pathology
The is presented in Table 1 . Table 2 . 
Conclusions 1.
A new technique of estimating the structure of laser images based on measuring coordinate distributions of mutual polarization degree is suggested that characterizes the homogeneity of optically isotropic and optically anisotropic components in biochemical composition of blood plasma.
2. The statistical (mean, dispersion, asymmetry and excess), correlation (correlation area of distribution of mutual polarization degree values) and fractal (dispersion of extremes of log-log dependencies of power spectra of mutual polarization degree values distribution) criteria of polarization-correlation diagnostics all groups blood plasma layers.
